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mixed blessing for
students
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Faculty health plan lacks
funds for implementation

BRIEFLY
City
Officials investigate
rape claim:

by Jennifer Taday
staff writer

Authorities are investigating a claim by a
29-year-old woman that she
was raped by a guard last
month while being held at
the Wood County Jail. The
woman, who was arrested
Nov. 24 on an outstanding
warrant, said she was raped
before being released on
bail two days later. Her
lawyer contacted the county
prosecutor's office with the
allegation. Sheriff's Department Chief Deputy
Charles Koch said his office, as well as a prosecutor's investigator and
agents from the State Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation, are
looking into the allegations.

More than a year has passed
since Faculty Senate attempted
to reduce University health insurance costs by implementing
the Health Promotion Policy.
Insurance rates might be lower
if University employees were
healthier. Components of the policy include a smoke-free campus,
free medical exams and Fitwell
assessments.
However, no concrete numbers
exist for projecting University
savings.
Even though University President Paul Olscamp said he supports this resolution, the problem
of implementation is its cost.
"I support the Fitwell program
and free screening for health
problems, which would lead to
staying healthier longer, but I
don't know where the funds would
come from — especially when we
are facing a budget reduction,"
Olscamp said.
Faculty Senate Chairperson
Harold Lunde said the University
is not alone in its struggle with
health costs.

Nation
264 injured In Amtrak
derailment:

An Amtrak train in Boston derailed and slammed
into a rush-hour commuter
train Wednesday, injuring
264 passengers in an underground crash so violent it
jolted cars into the tunnel
ceiling and buckled the
roads above.
"All the lights went out;
people started screaming;
the place was filled with
smoke; a few people were
trapped under seats," said
Chris Good, a passenger on
the suburban Stoughton
Line train.
About 1,500 gallons of
diesel fuel spilled and ignited after the impact, sending a dense smoke into the
cars that passenger Joe Povoas said "you could grind
with your teeth; you could
spit it out."
Many passengers, dazed
and covered with soot, wandered out of the station,
some crying, many assisted
by emergency personnel.
Overall, 264 people, including four rescue
workers, were hurt, said
Thomas Glvnn, general
manager of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority.

World
Nine scientists die in
avalanche:

Nine scientists missing
for four days in the Piedmontese Alps were found
dead Wednesday, buried
under mounds of snow from
an avalanche, authorities
said.
The bodies were recovered at dawn in a remote
valley near Cuneo, Italy
after a search by 70 rescuers and three helicopters.
The victims were part of a
group of 12 speleologists, or
scientists who study caves,
caught in a snowstorm Sunday after exploring caves in
the Alps.

Weather
Cloudy and colder:

Today, variable cloudiness and much colder with a
slight
chance of
flurries.
High in
the mid
30s
Northwest
winds 10
to20mph.
Chance of
snow 30
percent.
Tonight, clear with the low
around 20. Friday, increasing cloudiness with the high
inlhemid30s.
compiled from local and
wire reports

"This is not just a University problem — it's a
national one and action is needed. We need
to reduce the terrible hospital and doctor
bills which are cost exploding.
-Harold Lunde. faculty senate chairperson
"This is not just a University
problem — it's a national one and
action is needed," he said. "We
need to reduce the terrible hospital and doctor bills which are cost
exploding."
The Senate Executive Committee agreed to redistribute this policy to the central administration
in attempt to implement the entire program, he said.
Olscamp said he does not expect to see the program fully implemented for several years since
all funds are committed at this
point. Nor does he expect revenue
availability will change in the
next two years.
Lunde said the 15-month-old
resolution began with a Health
Promotion Task Force to promote the health of the University
community, faculty and staff.
This was expected to help con-

tain the rising cost of hospital and
medical care to the University.
Olscamp said moving toward a
smoke-free campus was successful because the implementation
required virtually no money, yet
the other programs are costly.
Joshua Kaplan, director of student health services and a previous member of the task committee, said the screening exams
are based on one's age and sex.
For example, a 23-year-old
male may require a blood pressure screen, whereas a 50-yearold man may require an exercise
cardiogram as well, he said.
These exams, included in the
resolution, would have been given
for free, but with expected budget
cuts, funds are not available to
begin the program, Kaplan said.
Costs for the Fitwell program
See Health, page 4.

Keg clause proposed again
City committee aims for 'law enforcement, control' in BG
by Jacqueline M. Porter
city writer

Ringing for Jingles

BO News/Greg Horvath

Gamma Phi Beta sorority members lobl Burkhart (left), and Lisa
Entlng began collecting donations (or the Salvation Army
Wednesday as part ot a community service project. Area Salvation Army Volunteer Coordinator Karen Bolvlck said she hopes
Greek organizations will compete to raise the most money tor the
area's less fortunate.

Education
secretary
quits post
WASHINGTON (AP) - Education Secretary Lauro Cavazos,
the nation's first HispanicAmerican Cabinet member, resigned Wednesday after three
Eears in office. Bush administraon sources said he had tired of
criticism from the White House
and elsewhere.
Cavazos, 63, gave no reason
about why he quit or what he
plans to do, said Education Department spokeswoman Etta
Fielek.
The resignation was announced
at a Cabinet meeting, which Cavazos didn't attend.
Fielek said Cavazos didn't attend Wednesday's Cabinet meeting because "he's not very good
at farewells, and he thought this
is the most comfortable way to do
it."
He is the third major administration official to resign since October. Labor Secretary Elizabeth
Dole quit to join the American
Red Cross, and William Bennett,
head of the Office of National
Drug Control Policy, stepped
down and later was named head
of the Republican National
Committee.
Administration and education
sources said Cavazos, whose departure had long been rumored,
had tired of criticism both from
[ See Reilon, page 4.

Members of the Mayor's Advisory Committee again raised
the possibility of mandatory registration of kegs at last night's relations meeting.
Community residents' subcommittee chairman Michael
Mardsen said the sub-committee
is arranging to talk to the State
Liquor Control Board this week.
'"The citizens want law enforcement and control in their
town," he said.
Legal sub-committee representative and City Attorney Michael Marsh agreed with the proposal.
"The [keg registration] information will allow the police to
recognize in advance if there will

be a large concentration of alcohol at an area at one time," he
said.
"This proposal is not intended
to decrease sales — it's intended
to help the police control
underage consumption," he added.
Marsh said the proposal will
require more research.
Rob Routzahn, undergraduate
student sub-committee member,
3uestioned the treatment of stuents in Bowling Green.
"Right now, we [the subcommittee] are taking a reactionary position — we are legal
adults with the rights of adults,
and we feel we aren't being
treated in this way," he said.
The USG senator also disagreed with the keg registration
proposal.
"This [keg registration] is

wrong. It's a violation of everyone's rights and gives the police
free reign over everything," he
said.
"If it comes to this, we are seriously considering a boycott," of
local businesses, ne added.
* * *
In other business, a list of local
realtors consenting to the standardized lease was released.
The agreeing agencies are as
follows: Newlove Realty, John
Newlove Realtors, Winthrop Terrace, R.E. Management, Spitler
and Violet Rentals, Carty Rentals, University Courts and University Village, and D & G Rentals, he said.
Greg Bakies, managing attorney for Student Legal Services,
said he had discussed the standardized lease with Robert
See Commute*, page 4.

Resident's spouse
missing in Kuwait
by l.ori Miller
city writer

Before the Iraqi invasion, Pam
Al-Wotaid planned to move to
Kuwait with her two children,
Carl and Samantha Melms, to
reunite with her husband and establish a new life.
But Pam's husband Abdullah —
who, as a Kuwaiti citizen, was
serving his mandatory army duty
— has not been seen since the
Aug. 2 invasion.
Abdullah had left Bowling
Green on July 21, after a fourweek leave, to finish his one-year
mandatory service in the Kuwaiti
army.
His enlistment was supposed to
be over Sept. 8 of this year.
- Before she left for Kuwait, it
was Pam's responsibility to sell
the house and their belongings
and to arrange for the move,
while her husband was taking
care of the final preparations for
their new house in Kuwait.
Pam and her family were going
to live in Kuwait permanently,
because Abdullah had been hired
to teach at one of the universities,
after he earned his Ph.D. in sociology at BowlingGreen in 1988.
The last time Pam talked to her
husband, on July 31, she asked
him about the rumors she was
hearing of a possible invasion —
but he told her not to worry about
it

Abdullah, who is in charge of
the army's tank division, and the
rest of the Kuwaiti army, was
told by United States and Egyptian intelligence the possible invasion was only a ploy on Hussein's part.
However, on the morning of
August 2, Pam received a phone
call from a friend who told her
Iraq had invaded Kuwait.
"I was just in shock. At first, I
couldn't believe it," Pam said.
She kept re-dialing the phone,
trying to call her in-laws residence in Kuwait.
"I felt like I couldn't move from
the phone. I had to get a hold of
him [her husband]," she said.
Although she never reached her
husband, Pam talked to her
brother-in-law that day. and he
assured her that Abdullah was
fine.
While Pam talked to him, she
could hear machine-gun fire in
the background. He said the
tanks moved into Kuwait at 5:00
a.m. and the fighting was still
occurring.
Since the invasion, Pam has
been trying to send her husband
messages through Voice of America and the British Broadcasting
Company but has not received
any messages back yet.
Pam has not sent any messages
through the American Embassy,
because she has heard most of
them are intercepted by the IraD See Husband, page 4.

•O News/Jay Murdock
Pam Al-Wotald holds a photo o( her husband, Abdullah «,„
has been trapped In Kuwait since the Aug. 2 Invasion
°
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Crime law not
tough enough
Colleges and universities throughout the nation
will soon find out that failing to report campus
crime truly does not pay.
This is thanks to a new law which states schools will
risk losing federal aid if they do not disclose their
crime statistics every year beginning in 1992.
Finally, someone has acknowledged the fact that
campus crime statistics are something every student
or prospective student has the right to know.
This law is good, but unfortunately not good enough.
Even though schools are required to report oncampus crimes, they do not have to report off-campus
crimes or sexual assaults-which many rape offenders
plead down to in court.
It is considered impractical to hold on-campus authorities responsible tor statistics from city and other
off-campus law enforcement agancies. This is fair, but

these figures should be available to students who need
to know if there is an immediate need to protect themselves against certain crimes.
For example, if not for the intense media coverage
of the murder of five University of Florida students,
the cases might never have been made public knowledge. These murders were not counted as campus
crimes, because the students were killed in offcampus housing.
Campus crime does not automatically stop at school
boundaries; it happens wherever students go — they
are the true "campus."
If students do not know about the crime in their
communities, then how can they prevent it from happening? There are too many examples of students who
never got the chance to ask this question.
For example, in 1986, Jeanne Clery was raped and
murdered in her residence hall at Lehigh University in
Pennsylvania. Her murderer entered her room
through a propped-opened door.
As this and many other cases show, many crimes
are committed because precautions were not taken by
the students themselves.
Many of today's universities are trying to reduce
campus crime by educating students about saftey to
try to reduce the number of incidents such as Jeanne's
so they might never happen again.
According to a USA Today survey, many colleges

Motion's defeat
irritates senator
This past Monday I experienced one of the most frustrating
and humiliating meetings of my
tenure in the Undergraduate Student Government. This student
body, sworn to uphold and protect
the rights of students on this
campus, basically stated that
discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation is a condonable action.
For me, there can be no two
ways about the issue. You either
oppose discrimination, or you
support it. Gays and lesbians on
this campus are served notice by
their most powerful student voice
that from this day forward they
can expect no real sympathy or
support in their struggles against
discrimination.
This is a sad statement indeed
for the human rights of anyone,
but especially for the lesbians
and gays who will continue to be
denied the opportunity to participate in ROTC or any other military office.
But there is another issue that
needs to be addressed in relation
to Monday night's meeting and a
statement made by USG Presi-

Guest
Column
By
Kevin Turner
dent Kevin Coughlin. He stated
that he was neutral in the resolution and that he has "resolved not
to push either side of the ROTC
issue in favor of letting the bill
run its course." This statement
was anything but true. To be neutral means not to show favor to
either side. Everyone in the senate knew that Kevin was opposed

to the resolution. He even stated
on more than one occasion that if
the resolution were to pass, he
would veto it. Period.
Is that neutral? And ki terms of
him letting the bill run its course,
there is a serious question as to
his role in pushing senators
against the resolution. Now this is
not necessarily to knock Kevin on
his politics. Times have been few
and far between when he and I
have agreed on anything, but let's
at least be honest with the stance
we take. It's a lie that Kevin was
neutral on this resolution and I,
for one, am calling him on it. I respect him but I must challenge
him in situations where his covert
actions are in direct contradiction with the image he attempts
to present to the public.
Finally, I'd like to clear up a bit
of confusion concerning, ironically enough, me and Kevin. Since I
have been in the papers quite a
bit this semester, and since he
and I share at least the same first
name, I've found people sometimes have mistaken me for him
— calling me Coughlin rather
than Turner.
It was possibly this confusion in
the minds of some students that
made Kevin think people wanted
him to run for mayor of Bowling
Green, when actually they meant
for me to run. This being the case,
I'd like to as well thank those
people who feel enough confidence and faith in me to represent them as mayor of this town.
This position is tempting,
however I don't see politics and
me getting along too well at this
juncture of my lfe. Thus, I must
turn down the opportunity and go
my own way. Hey, I'm graduating folks.
And on that note, that's the
news, and I am outta here!!
Kevin Turner is a graduating
senior and USG senator.
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are using more than just education to reduce campus
crime. The results show that 95 percent of the 497 colleges surveyed use roving security guards, 82 percent
control nonresident access to residence halls, while 85
percent provide escort services for students walking
after dark.
Some colleges are doing their share to try to protect
their students from unnecessary harm. Unfortunately,
many are not and are trying to hide the fact by using
the excuse that if crime statistics are released, their
student recruitment may decrease because some
schools may look better than others.
Of course, students would decide to go to a school
that has shown a concern for the student body by
spending time and money trying to protect them.
University administrations are not totally responsible for crimes on their campuses though, students
themselves need to make the effort to protect themselves by simply being cautious.
Just by walking in pairs or groups, keeping doors
locked, not propped, and making sure their home is
secure, students can reduce their chances of being a
vicitm of campus crime.
Please protect yourselves — do not become one of
the statistics. Bowling Green may seem like a "safe"
place to live, but crime does happen here too.
Don't let it happen to you.
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Safety a part of Letters
everyday health

Mayor supports administrative decisions

Healthy lifestyle. Fitness. Wellness. We hear a lot about ways
to improve our health. Many students exercise, don't smoke or
limit salt and fat in their diet — all good ways to improve your
health. But unless you include safety as part of your health promotion plan, you may be missing one of the most important ways
to stay healthy. The leading killer of college-age students is accidents, specifically traffic crashes involving alcohol and/or not
using a safety belt.
Drinking and driving does not support a healthy lifestyle. It influences all areas of health. Consider the possibility of death or
permanent disability. Or living with the memory of a drinking
and driving crash that involved a friend or family member. Or
being arrested. Or paying thousands of dollars in attorney's fees,
court costs, rehabilitation and increased insurance if you are
convicted. Or losing your job or your chance to attend school. Or
calling your parents to tell them you were drinking and caused a
traffic crash.
Fortunately, this is an area of your health you have control
over. Unlike heredity or environmental conditions, you determine whether to drink and drive. You can choose not to drink
and drive and not ride with someone who has been drinking. You
can also help friends stay healthy by not letting them drink and
drive. Traffic crashes are not accidents; they do not occur by
chance but are often related to alcohol use.
During the holidays, you can help change the meaning of "tie
one on" by tying a red ribbon to the door handle or outside rear
view mirror on your car. The red ribbon campaign is sponsored
by Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD). You can pick up a
ribbon at the Prevention Center on campus to show your support
for a less violent holiday season. And remember, if you really
want to have a healthy lifestyle, there are two major ways you
can reduce your risks: buckle up and don't drink and drive.
Wellspoken is written by members of the University Wellness
Committee.

5:15

Editor, The News;
The actions taken and being taken by this administration and council have been appropriate and will continue to be appropriate for providing the best possible enforcement of the laws of this city, state and
nation.
The decisions of the Bowling Green Municipal Court have been
released and we have taken appropriate action in accordance with the
court's decisions and the written review by Judge James Bachman.
The court's suggestions are currently under review and will be incorporated in future police action.
The revised mayor's city /University /student committee includes
a wide variety of interested Bowling Green citizens, University staff
and University students. If this committee performs in the manner
outlined by the mayor, it will generate good relations between the
city, the University and the students.
All employees of this city are under scrutiny by the mayor, the municipal administrator and the directors of various departments. As in
the case of most businesses, universities and other groups, there are
times when supervisors must correct employees.
This administration has been very open and attentive to the specific
complaints from citizens. We act on FACTS and FACTS only. Where
the courts are involved, we must be guided by those decisions.
We want everyone to know that we believe the police have a very
difficult job and that they are contributing very greatly toward making this a safe and fine city in which to live, work, study and retire as
well.
When the city/University/student committee diligently works on
the challenges listed in the mayor's letter of Oct. 23, outlining the restructuring of the committee and its purpose, plus other challenges
that will be identified as time goes on, ALL persons in Bowling Green
should know what being a goodcitizen entails.

The mayor believes this city /University /student committee represents a very great range of citizen involvement in this city, and that it
is capable of making recommendations to the mayor and council as
any groups that can be assembled.
The mayor expects this committee to work diligently and will not
support any other committee.
Edwin Miller,
Bowling Green mayor,

By J.A. Holmgren
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USG leader 'ineffective', 'unresponsive'
Editor, The News;
After reading the recent letter in defense of Kevin Coughlin, I was
struck with the realization that the only people willing to attempt to
rehabilitate Mr. Coughlin's administration are either freshmen or
those who stand to gain from Coughlin staying in power — such as his
executive assistant and a USG senator closely aligned with Coughlin.
Not only are these people nonrepresentative of the student body's true
feelings toward Coughlin, but they do nothing to answer the charges
leveled against him in a recent letter to the editor. Instead, they only
attempt to discredit the author of the letter and the College Democrats. Is Kevin Coughlin trying to hide the fact that he simply cannot
answer to allegations that he is ineffective and unresponsive to the
real needs of the student body.
To illustrate my point, I would like to offer a few examples. First,
Coughlin has been in office two years, and only now has there been a
resolution to increase accessibility for the physically challenged.
Next, his defenders claim he has done more to improve cityUniverisity relations than anyone, yet he was never at the forefront of
the student movement following the East Merry/Frazee incidents.
Rather, he waited to see what student reactions would be and only
then became involved.
In addition, although he is the student representative, not the administration's voice on campus, Kevin seems to assume that speaking
with the administration officials, rather than students, is his role. Finally, the faculty-course evaluation booklet has been proclaimed a
flop by The BG News, faculty, students and even some members of
USG — yet Coughlin still claims it is a major accomplishment.
It should be obvious that Kevin is satisfied with half-efforts and
overblown rhetoric. Don't be fooled by Mr. Coughlin and his cronies —
Bowling Green students deserve more.
CaroITereba,
junior dentistry major,

Coughlin, 'cronies' should be voted out
Editor, The News;
I am a junior here at Bowling Green State University, and I have
watched the assent to power of Kevin Coughlin with growing disgust
until now. I feel, after two years of childish backstabbing and mindless rhetoric, someone should finally set the record straight.
Mr. Coughlin, you are the student body president. This means you
are the liaison between the students and the faculty of this University.
This does not mean that in faculty senate meetings, where you were
granted a seat, you have the right to degrade the body's political process because it suits you. You are the voice of the students, not an individual on a power trip.
Why is it that Mr. Coughlin (along with Ms. Schnetzer) are the only
student leaders who receive financial compensation? The president of
the University Activities Organization does not receive anything, the
co-chairs of the Orientation Board do not receive anything, the president of the Undergraduate Alumni Association does not receive anything and the presidents of both Panhellenic Council and Interfraternity Council do not receive any compensation. Yet, Mr. Coughlin feels
he needs more.

And finally the ROTC. By not condemning their existence on campus, you are allowing the discriminatory practices of the United
States military to continue. Your condemnation would not have affected them on this campus in any way, but you would have shown a
spine in your refusal to accept the existence of willful discrimination
in Bowling Green.
I truly hope two years of this Coughlin political machine are enough,
and the student body of this fine University begins to take an active
stand against Mr. Coughlin and all of his cronies. When USG elections
take place in the spring, perhaps we should pay attention not to who
has the best campaign posters, but who has the best candidate.
Shannon Walker,
junior liberal studies major,

The 'King's' record needs evaluating
Editor, The News;
Once upon a time, long, long ago in a land far away there lived a
king —King Coughlin. King Coughlin was a fair king always allowing
his subjects to voice their opinions and offer ideas on how to make
USG-ville a better place to live. All of this changed drastically one day
when a loyal subject suggested he had a different way to approach a
problem, and maybe the King should allow someone else a chance to
guide USG-ville into the future. Upon hearing this remark the King
huffed, "There is no place for partisanship or dissenting opinions in
this land.and I will not tolerate it anymore."
It's funny how history has a way of repeating itself. The same thing
is happening in our merry little land today. King Coughlin — excuse
me —President Coughlin has demonstrated his iron-fisted control
over the supposedly representative Undergraduate Student Government on numerous occasions. In his omnipotent wisdom he appointed
an on-campus student to represent an off-campus district. In another
case he appointed the roommate of a senator to serve as a member of
the elected body without ever allowing this decision to be discussed
before our semi-representative student government. President
Coughlin has also proclaimed there is no place for partisanship in
USG but has done nothing to remedy the partisan imbalance that
takes place during his current reign.
I would urge every student interested (all 20 or 30 of you) to look
more closely at the president's record. Ask yourself, is this the person
that should be representing you? It is obvious this is one president that
has not done his political science homework. A government without
equal and fair representation is not a democracy but a dictatorship.
Chris Stallkamp,
junior political science major,

USG scolded for neglect of rights
Editor, 77ieJVews;
The Undergraduate Student Government, led by President Kevin
Coughlin, should be congratulated. It has truly become the most regressive of representative bodies anywhere. USG has managed to
take discrimination to a new level, and seems proud of its narrow, limited scope.
Despite the best efforts of Senator Kevin Turner and others, the
general assembly recently defeated a resolution that would have de-

manded that ROTC support the rights of homosexuals to participate in
the ROTC program and other military related exercises. Although the
University constitution specifically states students may not be discriminated against, the majority ot USG senators voted against Turner's bill — which would have only reaffirmed what the Constitution
states.
It is a shame the USG senators and leadership cannot find it within
themselves to protect the rights of every student. The members of
USG obviously need to be reminded that they were elected to represent all students, not just a select few homophobes. How very sad it is
not all USG members realize this fact.
It is time the members of the University community take those
senators who voted against this resolution to task. If certain USG representatives do not feel it is their duty to protect the rights of homosexual University students, then who is to say those same senators
will not find some other group they feel should be discriminated
against. As for President Coughlin, perhaps his suit is a little stiff with
starch. What kind of leader does not take a stand against discrimination? Answer: a very, very, very poor one.
Kathren Brown,
history graduate student,

Coughlin needs to clarify his views
Editor, The News;
I am not a College Democrat. I am not a College Republican. In fact,
I am not representing anyone in this letter but myseli — and any other
concerned University student who may agree with this letter.
I am concerned about the things I have been reading and hearing on
campus regarding Undergraduate Student Government President
Kevin Coughlin. And yes, I realize not everything I read and hear is
true, which is why I am writing this letter. I have several questions
that need answering.
I have seen numerous letters to the editor arguing that Kevin is sincere and unbiased or that he is insincere and biased. Which is it? Jason Jackson, who wrote a letter supporting Kevin, was a USG senator
earlier this year —until Kevin gave him a position as his administrative assistant. (Jason neglected to mention this in his letter.) Jason
also mentioned "the accomplishments of the Coughlin Team have
been great in number." Who is the "Coughlin Teamr' USG? USG cabinet? A group of Kevin's puppet senators? Jason and Kevin? Who? If
it is anyone but USG as a whole, the statement is false, because Kevin
could do nothing without the work of USG cabinet and senators. I read
another letter to the editor by Bradley Dieckmann. That makes two
letters supporting Kevin — both written by freshmen. How can freshmen understand what Kevin has or has not done when they have not
even been at the University for a semester?
Kevin has done some good things. So did President Nixon. But
maybe that isn't a fair comparison. Or is it?
Basically, I'm hearing prosecution and defense from everyone but
the person being attacked. Kevin, what are YOUR thoughts? If you
can defend yourself, well great! If you cannot, then I would suggest
you not consider running for another term. Kevin, write a letter to the
editor and let the students know your own answers.
Andrea Beaudoin,
junior communications education major.
\f0m ***********•***•*****•**••»»*»*»»*****«*»»•»»**•»•••»»»»»»*

EXAM SPECIAL
Sunday, December 9 thru Thursday, December 13
Sunday, December 16 thru Thursday, December 20
Study and Relax in the privacy of your own room at

Phi Beta Lamba

Falcon Pla

•
•
•
•

Elections for all positions

(locoted across from Harshman Dorm)

$24.95

Thursday Dec. 13 7:30 pm
Room 116 Business Administration ltld«.

per night for o single or double room
• Early check-in and late check-out times
• Continental Breakfast
• Coffee available 24 Hours

I united number of room% available at this rate
Advance reservations required; present valid BGSU ID at
check-in. Not valid for family, friends and other non•student')

All you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00

NOTICE:

BEST WESTERN

Includes

Bowl 'N' Greenery'
$3.99
$4.50

Soup "rT Salad
Hot Entrees
Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only lor on campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day lor ott campus students

352-4671

'**********»*********************t***4
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OUTREACH

Name and Addri-ss
BGSU

CHI-O

BGSU

C
DAD
•v

USG cares about what the students have to say. Your comments can make a difference. Please
use this form to express your thoughts concerning any aspect of campus life at Bowling Green
State University. Please include your name and address so we can inform you of the progress we
make with your issue. When finished, drop the form in campus mail or return the form to the
OUTREACH boxes located in Jerome Library and the Off-Campus Student Center.

SIS
x
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V

also Brother - Grandpa - Grandma - Alumni """•'k
(press on, sew on, and screen prints)

JEANS N THINGS

M-F10-8
•

Sweatshirts starting at $9.50

uno uno uno uno uno uno
a

U'lfrYOU SHOULDl
BE CHECKING?
YOUR LIST
TWICE!
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
features
e CAMPUS SHUTTLE
e 9 & 12 month leases
e Furnished & Unfurnished
e 24 hour maintenance
e Air conditioning

e Gas for heating
and cooking included

352-9135
"Now accepting Applications
ft
f™
ft

Spring, Summer and Fall"
rft »*»,»»,» am Aft n»a»<t»i>* <** ** ***

531 Ridge (across from Mac West)
SAT 10-5:30

UPIO

uno uno

There is

Sun 12-5

BGSU & Greek Ornaments

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

still time

*

352-9951

to sign

GLASS CITY ALL STARS

up for
UAO's trip

Wednesday. Dec. 12
thru
Saturday. Dec. 15

to New
York City!
The buses leave Friday, Jan. 18 at
11:00 pm and return on Monday Jan.
21 around 7:00 pm. The cost is $135 at
the time of sign-up. This includes hotel
and transportation. Sign up by Dec.
19 in the UAO office, 3rd floor Union or
call 372-2343 for more information.
uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno
i... *.

i-i

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
$1.00 cover after 9:30

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day it
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Campus
Parish Mass offers * spirit'
by Kim Fcniclc
wrtt«r
Christmas Is a time for people
to Join together in celebration
with those closest to them. The
pre-Christmas Candlelight Mass
on Dec. 16 is one opportunity for
■rodents to gather together before going their separate ways for
Christmas break.
Nearly 2,000 people, mostly
students, are expected to attend
St. Thomas More s annual event.
"The number in attendance is
overwhelming/' said Rev. Herb
Weber of St. Thomas More Parish.
"There is an enthusiasm and
warm spirit in the air that you
can't resist," he added.
The theme of this year's celebration is "from darkness to
light," Weber said. The mass will

begin in darkness, and the lights
gradually come on throughout the
ceremony.
A committee of college students has been working with
members of the parish staff to
plan this celebration.
Bridget Szanti, a junior biology
major is a member of the Liturgy
of the Word Committee.
"We're trying to do things
different from last year," Szanti
said.
More than 50 students are involved in this year's event. Planning for the Mass involves arranging music, decorations and
the liturgy, Szanti said.
A large music group, which will
use some original music as well
as some traditional advent and
Christmas songs, is a vital part of
the festivities. Both choir and instrumental selections incorporate the piano, violin, guitar and

WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE

CONGRATULATIONS
NOVEMBER FINALISTS
Administrative Staff- Dr. Richard Bowers,
Fitness Director,
Siudeni Recreation Center
Classified Staff- Linda Grimm, Front Desk
Clerk. Harshman Quad.
Graduate Staff- Roz Eaton. Unit Director,
Phi Mu Sorority
WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE

Greenbriar Inc.

drums, Weber said.
In addition, the pageantry incorporates the use of candles,
processions and interpretive
movements. The liturgical dance,
performed by 12 students, will be
an interpretive dance of "Emmanuel,' Weber said.
Decorations for this annual
event include banners, candles
and Christmas trees. A huge mosaic banner made by the students
is also used each year for this
event, Weber said.
This special Mass began about
10 years ago at midnight on the
Saturday night before students
left the University for Christmas
break. Quickly, the crowd grew
so large that a bigger site had to
be found.
This will be the eighth year the
mass will be presented in the
Lenhart Ballroom.
"I think for many students,
they want to have a Christmas
celebration with people who are
close to them, Weber said.
"Some students make it their
Christmas celebration."
The annual event is a Catholic
Mass, although the crowd usually
contains various religions.
"It's something to Dring everyone together before exams,"
Szanti said. "Everyone should
feel welcome."
The doors will open at 7:30 p.m.
before the celebration begins at 8
p.m.

The
BG News
is recyclable!

IDe will be leasing the following
locations for the Fall of 1991
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Husband
D Continued from page 1.
qis.
The U.S. government said they
did not know anything about the
invasion until it happened;
however, Pam believes this is a
lie.
"If they can see an ant [with
their telephoto lens], why can't
they see troops going over [border] lines," she said.
"My personal feeling is they
knew about this and sacrificed
Kuwait," she said.
Pam is not involved in any supSort groups around Bowling
reen, because most of the people in the groups are families of
American soldiers.
"They have different situations," Pam said.
However, she is involved in a
national organization called Citizens for a Free Kuwait — which
may be the reason she has been
receiving threats.
She has received hang-up calls
and was once threatened to stop
her connections with Kuwait.
"The American voice on the
phone told me if I enjoy my
health, I better stop my involvement with Kuwait," Pam
said.

The caller knows when Pam
goes to work and what time she
arrives home.
"I'm sure [the caller] is watching," she said.
Harassing phone calls are not
the only threats Pam has
received.
When Pam's car was towed to a
mechanic after she had trouble
starting it, the mechanic told her
the brake and accelerator cables
had been deliberately cut.
The mechanic said the split cables had to be deliberate, because
it takes a special tool to cut them,
she said. Although Hussein's recent release of more than 200 hostages have some Americans
thinking he is backing down, Pam
thinks it is just another part of his
game.
The United Nations has given
him a January 15 deadline before
military action will be taken, and
he is probably hoping they will
give him more tune since he
released the hostages, she said.
Through the months, Pam has
heard many rumors about what is
happening in Kuwait, but she
does not know what to believe or
what not to believe.
On Oct. 17. Pam received a
message her husband was inter-

rogated, tortured and hanged because teachers at one of the universities refused to hang Hussein's picture on the wall.
However, since then Pam
heard this is just a rumor.
Early Wednesday morning,
Pam received a call from her
niece who was housesitting for
Pam while she was working at
the hospital.
An unidentified man calling
from Baghdad said Abdullah was
"alive and well" and he wanted
Pam to get in contact with him
because he had a message for her
from her husband.
As soon as Pam was informed
about the phone call, several of
her co-workers began trying to
reach Baghdad — but were unsuccessful.
Since 3 a.m. Wednesday, Pam
has repeatedly tried to reach the
caller, but all lines have been
busy.
Pam is not only worried about
her husband and his family, but
also several of her friends still
living in Kuwait.
"I have heard rumors [that
some of my friends] were killed
and I believe some of these rumors are true," she said.

Green high school and junior high
school administration and students in the deliberation of new
regulations also was discussed.
Local high school and junior
high school students should get as
much information about alcohol
and drugs as University students
— maybe even more," said Lester Barber, chairman of the administration sub-committee.
Barber also said high school
students should receive the same
punishment as college students
tor underage consumption of alcohol.
"The police must handle high
school and junior high school students the same way [as Universi-

ty students] with drugs and alcohol," he said.
"Because this is a small town,
and the families know each other,
favors have a tendency to occur
and lighter punishments are apElied [to high school and junior
igh school students]."
"They are just as guilty if a
crime is committed as college
students," he added.

Committee
u Continued from page 1.
Maurer of Greenbriar Inc.
However, Maurer did not reach a
conclusion.
Bakies also said Doug Valentine of Preferred Properties was
not interested at this time in
changing his lease.
Village Green Apartment officials also had not yet responded.
Undergraduate Student
Government urges students to
boycott these rental agencies if
they do not agree to adopt the
standardized lease.
The standard lease will be put
into use for the fall 1991 -1992
school year, said Bakies.
* # *
The need to include Bowling

East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Buff Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
Columbia Court Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments

MAGAZINE

Coll or Stop in for o Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

1-0717
224
E. Wooster St.

Hours:
M-F 9a.m.-5p.m.
Sat. 9a.m.l-1p.m.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Mon, Dec. 10
thru Fri, Dec. 21
Mon - Thurs
8:00-6:00
Fri
8:00-5:00
Sal
9:00-5:00
FALCON'S NEST
Mon, Dec. 17 thru Fri, Dec. 21
9:00 5:00

Needs writers, photographers,
copy editors, and artists
for the Spring edition.
Apply at 214 West Hall or
call Deb at 372-2604

Resign —■
D Continued from page 1.
the education community and behind the scenes by White House
Chief of Staff John Sununu.
Cavazos' critics had considered
him an inadequate salesman for
the administration's policies, who
never mastered television skills.
"Basically, it would be hard to
tell what would have been
different if we hadn't had a secretary of education at all during
this period of time," said longtime critic Albert Shanker, president of the American Federation
of Teachers. "I hope they don't
keep the position vacant for another three years."
But Keith Geiger, president of
the National Education Association, said Cavazos "proved to be a
decent man with the interest of
America's children at heart."
The resignation is effective
Saturday, with Deputy Education
Secretary Ted Sanders serving as
acting head of the department.
Sources said that Sanders has
been lobbying for Cavazos' position. Also considered to be possible successors are Lynne Cheney,
chairman of the National Endowment for the Humanities;
former New Jersey Gov. Thomas
Kean; and Rep. Patricia Saiki, a
former schoolteacher who lost
her November bid to unseat Sen.
Daniel Akaka, D-Hawaii.
Cavazos, whose father was a
cattle foreman at the King Ranch
in Texas, earned a bachelor's defree in zoology and a master's
egree in cytology at Texas
Technological College, which
later became Texas Tech University. He received a doctorate in
physiology from Iowa State University in 1954.
Cavazos was president of Texas
Tech when he became the first
Hispanic Cabinet official in the
waning days of the Reagan administration. Bush kept him in
the job.

Health

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
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Revive with VIVARIN:
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VIVARIN
for fastpicK up -safe as coffee

a Continued from page 1.
were estimated to be $32,340 for
employees and about $270,000 for
the screening exams. However,
these projections were made with
the expectation that only 25 percent ot University employees and
spouses would take advantage of
the program.
"In the long run, this investment would be worth the
money because the total amount
spent on this program would be
less, not more than the money
spent by University insurance,''
Kaplan said.
Kaplan admitted obtaining the
initial funds could be difficult.
Whether the University pays
for the medical exams or if the
individual does is irrelevant, he
said, because these preventive
measures could lead to longer
lives.
Of course, people are more
likely to have these exams if
someone else is paying, he said.
"This is not a question of
whether it will save [employees]
money, but will it save their
health?" he said.
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Voll looking for correct Opening the sports mailbag
combinations on offense
nents Michigan and MSU, and
ACC opponent UNC. *
UWGB enters the game with a
respectable 4-2 record, including
wins over Wisconsin, Villanova,
and Northern Iowa and their only
losses coming to Illinois and MidAmerican Conference foe Miami.
The Phoenix finished third in
the North Star Conference last
season with a 7-5 record, 16-13
overall.
"The North Star is a quality
conference and has two perennial
K>werhouses in Depaul and
orthem Illinois," Voll said.
Head coach Carol Hammerle
enters her 18th season for UWGB
which returns four starters and 11
letterwinners.
Of the returning starters, guard
Sandra Baerwald leads the team
in scoring with 14.8 points per
game and 4.2 rebounds per game.
The Phoenix are getting early
dividends from freshman forward Christi Burden (5-10) and
sophomore center Lisa Wegner
(6-2), averaging in double figures
in points per game, 12.3 and 11.5
respectively.
UWGB is shooting 49.5 percent
from the field and is lighting it up
at a 58.3 percent clip from threepoint land.
Voll believes defense and
quickness are two major
strengths of the Phoenix.

by Jamie Joss
sports writer

Discovering the right combinations on the floor is a part of all
basketball coaching responsibilities in the early part of the
season.
This is especially true for
BG head coach
Fran Voll who
is trying develop the best
possible unit
after losing
three starters
from last
Voll
season.
Voll will get yet another opportunity to find that unit and correct
some of the problems the Falcon
women's basketball team has
been experiencing in two-straight
losses to North Carolina and
Michigan State, in a battle with
Wisconsin-Green Bay Phoenix
tonight at 8 p.m.
"We need to follow our shots
and work on the total offensive
end," Voll said. "We can't have
breakdowns."
BG enters the game with a 3-3
record including wins over Dayton, Illinois State, and Seton Hall.
The Falcon losses have come at
the hands of two Big Ten oppo-

"They are a very good defensive team, they play hard and
come right at you, Voll said.
"They also have an awfully tough
half-court game and they move
really well and use a lot of motion
in their offense."
In addition to having four quality
starters returning, UWGB has 6-3
freshman Kimberly Wood coming off the bench averaging 7.2
points and 4.3 rebounds.
FALCON NOTES: The Falcons
will look to sophomore forward
Andrea Nordmann (12.6 ppg and
7.4 rpg) and leading scorer senior
guard Wanda Lyle (15.0 ppg, 4.6
rpg, and 3.6 assists per game) to
lead the efforts over the Phoenix.
Senior forward Traci Gorman
broke out of a slump against
Michigan State Tuesday hitting
eight of 12 shots from the field,
finishing with 17 points and BG
will need junior starting guard
Cathy Koch to do the same, after
a night she would rather forget,
hitting only one of 12 shots
against MSU.
Junior Katie McNulty has been
filling her role very well and has
increased her averages to 6.4 ppg
and 7.2 rpg.
Heather Finfrock has been
providing quality bench play for
the Falcons averaging 8.6 points
and 5.6 rebounds in 19 minutes
per game.

Blackney
hires two ITOPPC
assistants
Falcon head football coach
Gary Blackney announced the
addition of the first two assistants
to his staff. Blackney, an assistant coach at Ohio State for the
last seven seasons, was appointed
as Bowling Green's football
coach on December 5.
Joining BG's staff is Bob Ligashesky and Paul Ferraro.
Ligashesky, who will be coaching the outside linebackers,
comes to Bowling Green from
Kent State where he coached the
same position. He also spent two
seasons at Arizona State, where
he helpled the Sun Devils to bowl
berths both times, including the
1986 Rose Bowl.
Ferraro will be the defensive
coordinator at BG while also
coaching the inside linebackers.
Last year he was at Ohio University. He has also held jobs at
Villanova, Dartmouth, and Catholic University.

Editor, TbeSews;
Chris Miller's commentary in Tuesday'• BG
News about the incooaiitent tan rapport for the
Falcon haakethall team was, unfortunately,
correct
I wa* the fan In the front row on Saturday that
Miller referred to in his commentary I've been
at every home Falcon baaketball game since
the spring of 1MB and the rapport for the team
has never been good. There are some fans who
attend every game and cheer for the team but
thai team deserves much more than the support
It hi getting. Two seasons ago the Falcons
showed some promise, but they lost some dose
games at home. Last season the team came on
strong and surprised some teams, but again it
lost some close games it could have won.
This season the Falcons have shown they
have everything it takes to win a MAC championship except one thing. The team has the talent, experience, speed, desire, coaching, and
the right system matched with the right
players. The one thing they lack is consistent
tan support With good, loud fans a team wins
those close games at home the Falcons have
lost the last two seasons. A large, enthusiastic
crowd can disrupt the flow of a visiting team
and also pump up the home team. A player feels
the intensity of the crowd and feels his adrena^ let me lax
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CLA-ZEL THEATRE
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352-0077 =

Tonlte is Borgoin Nite
=
fill Seots J2.50
pi in Must End TONITE! mi

Open Monday through Friday 4-11 PM
Quantum 90 Card Accepted after 6 PM

line flowing. Then he hits that three-point snot
gets that crucial rebound, comes op with a
steal, a blocked shot, orr finishes the break with
a thunderous dunk. Ask coach Larranaga about
what crowd support does for the Falcons. Or
ask Clinton Venahle or Joe Moore if they think
the crowd helps them. Better ret, give Michigan State a call and see if they think MM
■creaming Falcon Fanatics hindered their play.
A basketball fan could not ask for a better
place to watch a game than Anderson Arena
The student seats are right on the floor close to
the action. There really arent any bad seats
and it can be very loud whan the crowd is
screaming Its support The athletic band is terrific and the cheerleaders, Freddie and Frieda
are always trying to get the fans into the game.
So there you have it, a good team hungry for
your support an arena tailor made to watch a
game in, and good enthusiasm from the band
and cheerleader!. Now it's up to you. Let's
make Anderson Arena the "House that Roars"
again for the rest of the season. The next home
game after break U Jan. 16. I'll be there In the
front raw, face painted orange and brown looking for yon I nope to see you mar*.
Brian Smith
Junior
Secondary Ed.
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Happy
Holidays
From The
University
Banking Center

Mid/lm

Mid American National Bank ft Trust Co.
University Banking Center
1480 Wcoster Street Phone: 352-6506

372-6945
Located in the University Union

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '91 WITH

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Phone 352-9378

835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00-4:30

Monday-Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall

9 month - 12 month 'eases

HURRY! DON' T BE LATE!

HURRY! DON'T BE LATE!

HURRY! DON'T BE LATE!

TODAY IS THE LAST DAY FOR THE:
"CANDY CANE CORNER"
Where? LENHART GRAND BALLROOM
UNIVERSITY UNION
When? TODAY
Time? 10:00AM-6:00PM

FOX RUN - MERCER RD.
HAVEN HOUSE - E. WOOSTER
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
MINI MALL - S. MAIN

Features
1 & 2 oearoom -1 v2 oaths
Furnished - wall ro wall carpet
Extra lorge closets - irnen closet
Gas heat ona cooking
LOunary areas m each OuilOmg
Pato area - gr.iis avaiiaoie
Sound-conaitonea interior

res aents wn have Tiemoership or viieges to Cherrywooa Heo "

Sponsored by:
HURRY! DON' T BE LATE! HURRY! DON'T BE LATE! HURRY! DON'T BE LATE!
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ARTS & CRAFTS SHOW
FRI.-SUN., DEC. 14-16
Over 40 Craft Exhibitors
Christmas Decor & Gifts
Something for Everyone!
Men's Night Fashion Show
Friday, December 14 7:30 pm

woodland moll

1234 NORTH MAIN
BOWLING GR€€N
354-4447
DaNu 10-9, Sun. 12-5

UNIVERSITY UNION
Customer Appreciation Day

Receive a free
Holiday Cookie
in the Union
Monday, December 17!
Thank you for your business
and good luck with finals!
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Two Falcons chosen among elite
by Charles Toll
sports edllor

Ken Klee and Brett Harkins
will dress In different uniforms
next week.
No, neither player is transferring to another school, nor did
either sign a professional contract Instead, both will substitute their brown and orange Jerseys for the red, white and blue of
the USA in international competition.
Klee will break from Bowling
Green for three weeks to play in
the 19-year- old-and-under World
Junior Tournament in Saskatoon,
Sask.
Countries for the eight team
round-robin tournament starting
Dec. 26 and concluding Jan. 4, include international powers Russia, Canada, Czechoslovakia and
Sweden.
Meanwhile, Harkins will play
for Team USA in a two game
Select Series against the
U.S.S.R.'s "Dynamo Riga" team
on Tuesday and Wednesday in Orlando. Fla.
Both tournaments are con-

sidered training ground for the
1992 U.S. Olympic team which
should be picked by USA Hockey
next summer.
"They're both solid prospects
and they're getting better all the
time," BG head coach Jerry York
said. "It is a really positive thing
for them and it is really positive
for our university."
Most players were selected by
the USA Hockey committee
based on their performance in the
U.S. Olympic Festival in Colorado Springs, Co. last August. Others, who didn't attend the festival, were chosen for their play
this year alone.
Klee and Harkins both said participating in the festival increased their chances of playing
these holidav tournaments. Klee
skated for the South, while Harkins played for the East.
Klee, who will fly to Colorado to
practice for a week, said he is optimistic about the U.S. teWs
chances against other teams who
have played together longer.
"Everyone always expects the
U.S. to finish near the bottom, but
we have a really good coach and a
lot of good players," said Klee,
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CALL FOR APPLICANTS FOR WOMEN FOR WOMEN
SPONSORED POSITION ON ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ON GENERAL FEE ALLOCATION (ACGFA)'
We encourage students who are sympathetic to the concerns
of women and have familarity with and understanding of
women's issues to apply for the Women for Womensponsored position on ACGFA
Return the application by 4:00
p.m. on Friday. Dec. 14

The Women's Center
315D Student Services
372-2281

Name.
Address.
P h o n e

who won't turn 20 until April 24.
"When you get that many quality players together, it won't take
long for us to blend together."
Kalamazoo Wings' assistant
coach Kevin Costantine will
direct a cast that includes four
other Central Collegiate Hockey
Association players, including
Michigan State's Rob Woodward.
After a decent freshman
season. Klee has turned into one
of the best scoring def ensmen in
the CCHA as a sophomore. He is
tied for second in the league with
20 assists, after compiling only
five assists last season.
"He's really coming hard."
York said. "Last year, you could
see it a little bit, but this year he's
coming on so strong. He's had a
great year."
Despite missing possibly three
to four games, Klee said he's excited to get the opportunity to
compete against some of the
world's best.
"When you get to this stage in
hockey where your so close to the
Erofessional level, you really like
D get the chance to move on,"
Klee, whose rights are owned by
the Washington Capitals, said.
"I'll miss our Christmas tournament, which I'm not too happy
about, but it is a big opportunity
for me and for Bowling Green
hockey."
From his center position, Harkins ranks first on the team and
third in the league with 30 points
(11 goals, 19-assists). Harkins,
who led St. Edwards of Lakewood, O., to the state hockey title
in 1986, said he's excited about
the chance he may have to play
on the U.S. Olympic team.
"It's something I'm really
shooting for," said Harkins, who
is not expected to miss any

,

games.
"They're supposed to pick the
Olympic team next summer. This
tournament should be a boost and
hopefully, I'll be invited back to
the sports festival."
Harkins said he will leave for
Detroit immediately following
Saturday night's game at Michigan State. He will then fly to Orlando, Fla. Sunday morning before practicing with the team that
evening and then again Monday.
Six other CCHA players were
selected to the squad that is
coached by Minnesota Duluth's
Mike Sertich. Sertich was the losing coach when BG won the
National Championship in 1984.
The conference's leading
scorer Lake Superior's Jimmy
Dowd (10-24-34) and teammate
Jeff Napierala (11-10-21) help
give the U.S. a team capable of
nailing a few red lighters.
"From the guys we have on the
roster, I think we'll be all right,"
said Harkins, who was drafted by
the New York Islanders in 1989.
"We're just going to throw everything together for two practices
and then play them."
While the experience might
■O News/Paul Vernon
lead to a spot on the Olympic roster, both players can expect to be Sophomore Brett Harkins gets set to slam an opponent Into the boards
a little spent by the time its done.
Harkins, whose parents Donald last weekend against North Dakota.
and Sandee will make the twoand-one-half hour drive from
their home in St. Petersburg, Fla.
to watch huin play, said the
scheduling worked out well.
"It's good because I wasn't
planning on going home for
Christmas. Now I'D get to see
them for a few days, Harkins
MUNICH, Germany (AP) — Ivan Lendl swept into the second round
said.
the Grand Slam Cup on Wednesday, while David Wheaton, Brad
Klee won't be as fortunate. His of
Gilbert and Aaron Krickstein also won to put five Americans among
family lives in Kansas City, no- the
final eight.
where near Saskatoon.
Lendl, seeded second in the $6 million event, beat Sweden's Christian Bergstrom 6-4, 6-0 and is the highest-seeded player remaining in
the world's richest tennis tournament. On Tuesday, top-seeded Stefan
Edberg was upset by Michael Chang.

Lendl leads the final
eight at Grand Slam

RED HOT &
R0LLIN' AT
CHARLIE'S DODGE

• ACGFA is the committee responsible lor recommending allocations o( General
Fee money to student organizations

mmmmmmmumimmmm

Wheaton gained the only break of the match in the eighth game of
the third set to outlast Yannick Noah of France 7-6 (7-2) 6-7 (5-7), 6-3.
Gilbert rallied to beat Jonas Svensson of Sweden 2-6, 6-3, 64, and
Krickstein beat Gomez, the third seed, 6-3,6-4.
U.S. Open champ, Pete Sampras, who beat Andrei Cherkasov, also
won on Tuesday, as did France's Henri Leconte and Yugoslavia's
Goran Ivanisevic.
Krickstein broke Gomez in the second game of the first set and in
the third game of the second. He never faced a break point.

"Home of the Cheaper Deal/'

SHADOWS - SPIRITS
DAKOTA TRUCKS & 4X4'S
CARAVANS (long & Short)
CARGO VANS - TRUCKS
DODGE DYNASTY'S DAYTONA'S & STEALTH'S

is offering an....

"ANYWAY YOU LOOK AT IT,
CHARLIE'S GOT THE PRICE
AND THE MERCHANDISE!

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
Sign up NOW for the early bird special and
enjoy reduced rent throughout the year!

-■Tifrjfl'Afc 893-0241
725 ILLINOIS AVE. MAUMEE

»¥¥▼¥¥¥¥¥*¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥«

t BGSU alumni work here: i
The Plain Dealer

328 S. Main

352-5260

York Daily Record (Pa.) 4

The New York Times

Don Giovanni
in the '90 s

Prince George's Journal (Md.)

Director Peter Sellars sets
this popular Mozart opera
in the South Bronx This
controversial modern-dress
staging of a classic opera
has earned him a reputation
as a brilliant innovator

The Wall Street Journal
Orange County Register (Calif.)
Detroit Free Press

The Detroit News

The Toledo Blade
£ Atlanta-Constitution Journal

Destination Mozart: A Nig
Opera With Peter Sellars

Columbus Dispatch

St. Petersburg Times (Fla.)

Thursday, December 13, 10 p.m.
WBGU-TV 27

*- Austin Statesman-Journal (Tx.)

Los Angeles Times
Cincinnati Post

• Brochures now available
• over 350 rental opportunities including:
apartments, houses, duplexes
• Prime locations
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j because they worked here:;

The BG News j
Applications Now Being Accepted
for Spring Semester
Deadline: Friday, December 14
Positions Available Include:

e news writer • photographers
# sports writer e copy editors
e feature writer e illustrators

Questions? Coll 372-6968 .
and ask for the Managing Editor

j

Fa - la • la - la • la..
Hey, AED. X-maa « coming" Come caroeng
wrth ua on Thurs (12/13) 6 15 pm ■ meet at
north doors ol LS - and • help ua celebrate this
fsettve season on Fn (12/14) S 30 pm al 222
S CoSege"
P.S Don I forget the $ 15 sweatshirt monev

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Orientation Ho si

DISCOVER EUROPE Earn 8 credit hours wrth
the live-week Summer Program m Franca
Claaaea are m English Or Chris DeMarco.
Professor from Nantes School of Business win
address this special meeting on Wed Dec 19
at 9 00 PM in BAA 1006 Free and Open to al

Applications available
Jan 14 at noon
405 Student Services Building
Orientation Host
Attention Students
Students interested *i taking the AIDS course
should register for HHS 200 HHS 100 and
HHS 440 are no longer being offered
However. HHS 200 is the replacement course
# for the same class There are plenty ol openOQS for Sp Sem Sign up today*
BGNEWS
MEETING FOR VOLUNTEERS
(Writers and Photographers)
EACH SUNDAY
6pm . 210 West HaH
Contact Debbie Hippie at 372-6977
lor information

FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION IN CANCUNt COLLEGE TOURS. THE NATIONS
LARGEST AND MOST SUCCESSFUL SPRING
BREAK TOUR OPERATOR NEEDS ENTHUSIASTIC CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES
EARN A FREE TRIP AND CASH NOTHING TO
BUY - WE PROVIDE EVERYTHING YOU NEEO
CALL 1-800-395 4896 FOR MORE INFOR
MATION
Jeans -N- Things
Greek Christmas Ornaments
531 Ridge SI
Open til 8 00 p m
LADIES MEN LADIES MEN LADIES
2 more days to order pertumafcologna for Xmas - Order by 12J15. MCrvlsa, 353-8031

DISCOVER EUROPE Earn 6 credit hours with
the five wee* Summer Program in France
Classes are in English Dr.Chris DeMarco.
Professor from Nantes School of Business wil
address this special meeting on Wed. Dec. 19
at 9 00 PM m BAA 1008 Free and Open to all
Fa - la - la - la - la
Hey. AED. X-mas is coming" Come carolling
wrth us on Thurs |12/13) 6 15 pm ■ meet at
north doors of LS • and - help us celebrate this
festive season on Fri (12/14) 8:30 pm at 22 S
Coffegerii
P S. Don't forget the S1 5 sweatshirt money
LESBIAN AND QAY ALLIANCE
The last LAQA support group meeting of the
semester wtl be this Thursday. December 13
at 8.30 pm The meeting is free and open to al.
and It win be held in the basement ol the United
Christian Feeowshlp Center Discussion topics
wil include going home for the holidays.

LOST & FOUND

Ms Lane
You're leaving, not rust school, but maybe (or
Cat!! What wen do w. o you? What about the
two thinga you can't let me do? Not to mention
everything else - Tator tots, "excuse me. I'm
having an organism, let me write this down",
"let's get mto a light tonight", shower w. s keg.
"There's a long hair", "make eye contact". pitchers, minis 4 glasses, tailing in the street
1 00 talks, Tuesday's • Pizza Hut Last but not
least • Howard 3 • what can I say? And of
course, al the men there • Jeff. Mike. Al Stephen. Clay. F-abie. F-happens. Gary (those are
natural?) A Ted Nugent
I Love You. hon1 Jennifer
P S See ya' New Year's Eve!
Nanny Opportunities - East Coast
Need a break from school? Be a nanny lor
one year, earn great money. Live In a wonderful environment. Must love kids!' For details:
Ariene 1-«0O-443-«42B
Needed someone to keep kitten over Christmas Break Please can 354-7314

Found men's watch on sidewalk by running
track outside SRC Cal 23868

RIDES
Ride Needed
Portsmouth Virginia or Richmond area
leave anytime CalJ B at 354 8858

Can

SERVICES OFFERED

PHI ETA SIGMA URGENT
It you do not have your membership certificate.
I do Call me at 353-7419. - Christy Vargo.
Chapter Historian.
PHI KAPPA PSI - SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulations to Tony Parson
on his recent lavaUerlng to
Miami's Sigma Kappa Jenny Wolfe
PHI KAPPA PSI ■ SIGMA KAPPA
Phi Slg- Jeff #48.
la Ruchty awesome? Give me a call and we'*
discuss rt' 353-9274

PHI TAU " PI PHI
The Brothers of Ptv Kappa Tau would like to
congratulate M*e Fredericks on his recent levasering to Justine Carpenter

WANTED

Female Roommate needed. Very cloee 10
campus 1120/month or beet Oder Cal
M2-2SH.

PI SETA PHI
WUSTIE ■ CONGRATULATIONS ON YOU*
LAVALIERING TO MIKE AND ON YOUR POSITION AS SOCIAL CHAIR. I AM SO HAPPY
FOR YOU. LOVE - ANDI

• • • 731 Hign Street * * *
2 brjrm apt $160 per month plus gaa A etec
UK Cat 354 6480 Avertable ASAP from Jan
to Aug 1991 Free Cherrywood I Harm Spa
Membership

$ l 20 month no utaWaa. lurraahed. own room
Houae. I block from campus Cal Karyn al
354 8676

PI SETA PHI
LIL LORI FRANKLIN
YOU ARE THE BEST'
LOVE - ANDREA

- ROOMATE WANTED SPRING '11 *
Own room, on 2nd and High, tve with one other
female Baal apartment youl find in BG
Grads undergrade welcome
Call Liaa.
3S2-9677andlei

PI Phi • Phi Tau • PI Phi • Phi Tsu
The sisters ol Pi Bete Phi would Hke to congratulate Justine Carpenter on her lavaftaring to Phi
Kappa Tau Mike Fredericks

1 Female roommete needed for Sprmg Semeeter For a house cloee to campus only $625 lor
entire semester and no depoartCal 354- 7 740

PisaneSos has gift certificates tor any doasr
amount You can use a coupon
We wet dekver the gift certificate
Expires end of 1991
Ca! 352 5166
SlgEp'KO- Sheila Walton ■ KD-S«jEp
Congratulations on your SURPRISE engagement to Kevin McCaVum
' AO T ■ Your Sisters ■
SPRING BREAK m Cancun or Bahamas from
$299 00' Includes roundtnpair. 7 nights hotel.
cruise, beech parties. Iree lunch and much
more! Organize a small group-earn a tree trip
plus commissions Csl 1-800-BEACH IT for
more information
Summer - Tannlsf Swl mmars •
g WSUBesketbell. Hockey, etc. Counselors
needed lor lop notch Children's camps In
North Eaat. Must love kldsl Call Ariene
1-800-443-6428
TKBTKBTKBTKBTKBTKB
BARBIE. STEPH. ICE (TRACEI
SHELSHIT MAGOO. LOONEY
THANKS SO MUCH FOR PUTTING UP WITH
MY PSYCHONESS" I COULON T HAVE
ASKED FOR BETTER FRIENDS' GOOO LUCK
ON YOUR FINALSi LOONEY WE ARE GOING
TO MISS YOU'
LOVE ANDt-DOG
To the Brothers ol Alpha Sigma Phi
The time I have spent with al of you has been
great Without all my brothers. I would not be
here today Thanks lor the greatest tribute I
have ever received last Sunday I'm going to
miss you al'
#24

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS GET READY
FOR SPRING" ENTRIES DUE MEN'S INDP
ICE HOCKEY JAN 17 MEN S BASKETBALL
JAN 22. WOMEN'S > COED - JAN 23.
MEN'S BOWLING
JAN 29 BASKETBALL
OFFICIALS NEEDED APPLY IN 108 REC
CENTER MANDATORY CLINIC
JAN 22 g 7-10 30PM

POWERFLO MOBILE D J SERVICE
Boat Price a Sound Around
Call 874.6684
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy teats a supportive services. Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Cal354HOPE
Typing. St 50 per page 354-0371

PERSONALS

Orientation Host
Applications available
Jan 14 at noon
405 Student Services Building
Orientation Host
Alpha Gamma Delia ' PI Kappa Phi
Congratulations Lori Ehrenfried on your engagement to Nick Tarry! We are so happy tor
you!
* PHI KAPPA PSI '
Congratulations to
Cralg MdaugNn tor
Brother ol the Week
• PHI KAPPA PSI •

•• All OH-Campua Students *a
Finals Week Survival KMs
are here (food IV
Be sure to check your OCMB to
see It your parents ordered
one lor YOU
Sponsored By Undergraduate Alumni
Association IUAA) 372-6849

Wanting help wrth you New Tear's reeoiutlon
to loea extra pounds by Spring break? Join
"WEIGHT NO MORE" Sessions lor a tun nutrition awareneae and weight loea student program led by nurses and health educator. Eight
week program that begins the end of January.
Register today: class size Is limited Can
372-8302 or 372-8303.

• Alpha Skj • KD • Alpha Skj • KD
Congratulationa Monica Oeoney on your recent
levakering to Rob Sawyer
•A.O.T. -Your Slaters*
Adoption - loving flnanciety secure couple desires to adopt white Infant Please call collect
Lynn 4 Harold t-41B-»22-»28»
AOTT • HEATHER MARSHALL ■ AOTT
The big day a finely here'
Have a Fantastic 21 st birthday'
Low, your REAL slater
Wendy

ATTENTION 10 STUDENTS FROM
WOOD A LUCAS COUNTIES:
Applications lor the annual Harold
"Andy" Anderson Scholarship have
been dMrtxited Check your OCMB or stop
by MUetl Alumni Center between Dam.
A 5pm It you have not rec'd an application
Application deadline: Dec 21
BGSU Mom a Dad Shirts
Sailer Brother
Grandma - Grandpa
Alumni
Jaana-N-TNngaSst Ridge St
COMPUTER SERVICE
Tired of waiting around In crowded computer
Ube Come use my Macintosh In your own private room. Unamlted use of paper' $5 00 per
hour C1364-4748 tor a timealot
Delta Zata
Congrahaaoona Liaa. Marsha and Debbie on
becoming intramural Bowing Champa Your
Delta Zeta Slaters love you.
Delta Zeu
Did you know? Private adopting agencies give
on-going councflng to brrthmothers throughout
pregnancy and elterwarde
LefeTa* Money
Tuition Reffie le coming"

You've waited
long enough

Female Subleeser Needed lor taring

1 Male needed lo aubteeae turn vaege Green
apt lorSpnng 91 Cal Now 354 7331
1 mala roommate needed ASAP Nice 1 -bdrm
apt Rent reasonable Cal 354 6164
1 nonsmoking female to sublease apt in sprmg
Very cloee to carnpue 353-9989
1 or 2 female roommeteis) needed ASAP1 2
bedroom/2 bath, tuty furnahed apt on Frazee.
SlfjOOOaalac Cal 353-8951 ask lor Jenny
1 or 2
$1 75 ea ind
352 5222

to autjlaeia ig turn 1 bdr
l. alec & shuttle service Cal

1 or 2 rmtea non-smokers tor Spring 1991
$180'month CalMaikor Dougal.fM 6BSI4
1A Wanted 1 male to suclsaae apt for sprmg
semester Low rent, tumrehed. cool roommales. 6th A Elm Sts Cal Troy at 354-7478

HELP' We need a non-emoklng mate or female
to eve m spacious 2 bdr apt on Frazee for Sp
91 $160/mo» 1 3ofetec Cal 1-382 6731
after 5
I realy need 1 female roommete for 2nd ssmssfor (ASAP) Rent at cheap and H'a cloee to campua Cal Michele at 354 5696 (Wave mssagll
Male needed to sublease sprmg semester (nonpartyer) $178/mon ptua alec Free cable
vary doae lo campus Ca»3523752
Male Roometefs) needed tor Spring Semester
Jan 91 May 9! Please eel 354 8529
Mate roommate needed to subleaae tor spring
semester Cal now and r ece-ve 1 at month at a
Jacount CalJodyat354 6426 or 354 87 73
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED SPRING 91
Own room Comer 5th A High
Cal 354-4020 ASAP
Male Female roommete needed tor spring
1991. 1 l 2 blocks from campus Cheep rent
negolHbie Cel 353 8736 or 353 6737

F- rmte needed to sublease 1 bedroom tor
Spring Pay by semester 3rd SI . furnished
Cal Kriss or Mane ASAP 354-8476

Need one 1
to laaai Vaege Green Apt
Free elec tor the earn Pleese cal ASAP
354 8699

f rmte needed for Spring semester to sublease one bedroom Village Green Apt Only
$125 month plus electric Cal 354-6264

Needed Female roomie lor house on N Enterprise/very cloaa to campus
OWN
ROOM/RENT ONLY $114 MO/l.l MO FREE
Won't find a better offer anywhere' Cal Tanya
or Meg 372 3620

Female needed A SAP to sublseae apt on
8th lor Sp 91 Furraehed $1 25 mo plus elec
a gas -cheep Cal after 4 pm. 354 9/49
Female non-smoking sub-leaser needed tor
Sprmg 353 6036
^^

Needed person or persons to sublease 1 bedroom apt for Spring Semester Cloee to campus, heat a cooking mcluded Cel 352-6610

Female rmmt needed to share 1 bdrm apt
Rent a i 169 Pay Qua and lUec Cal 353 6764

No Depoen
$125 a month 353-4989 2
roommates needed for Sprmg Semester Close
locampua 210N Enterprise

Female rmte needed for spring semester Rent
$143 00 per month Cloee to campus (Second SI I Cal Anytime ■ 353-3679

Non-smoking female to subleass specious apt
tor apnng semester Own bedroom A bath.
352-5229 (Eves or leave message)

Female roommete needed lor spring '91 Cloee
to campus and cheap. 120'mo Cal Coeeen at
353 7407

One female roommate needed Move In tmrnedletety Own bedroom $130 a month Free
use ol Health Spa Please cal 352-4397

Female Roommate needed to sublease apt
close lo campus lor Spring '91 For more mto
cal Barb at 353-5270

One female roommete needed to subleaae for
spring semester Own room, rent negotiable
Seventh SI Cal 354 8744

One mare roommate needed tor Spring 91
Nice Apt Cel 354 2390
ONLY f 120 * UTaUTBtWMONTHI
OWN ROOM! MALE/FEMALE, ffl U.OCX
TO CAMPUt. I 1/2 TO BUXR$ CALLI
IS4-S4OT
Roommate nasdad to tve w BG grad In Toledo
aree Caf 885 4943
Roommate Needed ■iinilitaalal, twee two bed
room apt Eiiceeanl beacon Rant negotiable
Cel or leave meaaage 352 5600
Roommete Wentea!
No utwtlea. Jan. May tree you pay rant only
Outdoor pool, shuttle to campus, tree cable
greet deal. Call Mark IA4-A270
Specious, furnished 2-bdrm
apartment
aveHeble tor tubieeaing In Jan. All occupants
graduating In Dec. Located In Village Onsen swimming pool, clubhouse, end perking. Call
1S4-M7IC
WANTED Maw Female Rmte. Second 1 Ekn.
$145 mo Cal 352 4545 leave a
Wanted/Needed Aoomate. FimslilMalt
Own ■aoVoomapimg semester Grad student
opportunity but undergrad okay
Cal
352 5803
Wanted 1 Female roomie tor spring ■emeeler
2 bedroom apt w Iota ol space 2 fuf bathe
Fun atmosphere"' For more mfo
cal
3524420

HELP WANTED

MCDONALDS
HOSTHOSTESS
We're looking lor tnendty. outgoing
people to fil thai poerhon
Apply enyhmeet 1470 E Wooeter St
Bowfeng Green Ohio

(BEOIN THE PATH TO SUCCEStl)
THE tO HEWS
encourages you to seek a position aa a news.
feelure or sports writer, copy editor or photographer Appacasons NOW AvaAable In 214
Waal Hal Pesdans 12/14/90
Dance Instructors Needed lo teach Basel. Tap.
Jau. and Aerobrca 081352-5565
Excellent Income! Eaay Woriv Assemble
products at home Cal Now! 1 601 388-8242
ant H2593. 24 hours

Cont. on Pg. 8

GREENBRIAR INC.

DID \(M
KNOW ...

NOW LEASING

• BGSU Food Operations is the

Spring Semester
Rentals Available

Aldus'" PageMaker"
Education price $179
Now in stock

largest employer of siudenis
on campus.
• Job opportunities are endless.
• We provide meal benefils

• 2 Bedroom
• 1 Bedroom
• Efficiencies

for siudeni employees.
• We schedule your work
shifts around your classes.
• Our work locaiions are
convenient and close lo home
• There are many opportunities

Call 352-0717 for
more information

THE

FACTORY

Great apartment greet roommate
I need a non-arnkg rmt No sec dap . last mnfh
rent free Al uta paid laac elec I Cal ASAP
354 4993 QVOnmgs

ATTENTION 525 East Merry Apt lor subleas
mg of Spring 1991 for 3 or 4 people Cal
354 8363

1

Answer

FEMALE SUBLEASE" NEEDED CLOU TO
CAMPUS. RENT I* VERY CHEAP!!' CAU
ISS-ant, ASK FOR KELLY.

One houeemete needed tor Spring Sam. Own
room funvahed. great locaBon. good renaa
Low rent
$550 for whole sem Cat Todd
354 3104
^^

134 East Court Street
354-2110 / 352-DAXA

for advancement and pay raises.
• Apply at Studeni Employment
Office, Student Services
Building for Spring Semester.

b

USG

USG

USO

USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

^ *°°»> &
4?

BOOK EXCHANGE

■/

December
loor Jerome Libra

THVRSDA Y'S SPECIAL

All You Can Eat

m RIBS

Hours:
V*».et{>
Sunday
12:00-2:00 P.M.
Mon-Thurs
11:30-1:30 P.M.
4:30-7:00 P.M.
Friday
ll:30-l:30 P.M.

Before
Exchar
USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

Located in the University Union
Qiuiiiuim 90 card accepted aller 4:30 lor on-campus siudenis
Quanium 90 card accepied all day for off-campus siudenis

\&/ Monday, December 17,1990

^The BG News

A Finals Week Special Edition
A
to help you make it through the week Sl^

Includes regular classified Advertising Section
with a HOLIDAY PERSONALS category
What a unique way to wish someone a
Happy Hoilday!
75* per line, 3 line minimum charge
Come to 214 West Hall now to complete your order form.
Deadline: Thursday, December 13,. 4 p.m.
Yes, we can bill you!

Vector Markaang Corp has spec* 29 wee*.
work program Can Mt on permanently $7 15
■earwig pay rase Al metora ahead apply Mu«
W»r»W» now • Man after ftneM Transportation
reputed Cat 362 1060
Mkic who tovee chidren lo en for 2 gHs. 1 I
3 Wring m January Mon Fn 8-I2 Mart »
provide your own aanaponaBon to my BO
homa Hours ftenble Share Via daya art* a
Wand 362 1572 after 12 30
VMMTtO - MCHrrANT
AYA SPAM OFFICE Clerical suss PR aNas.
Macantoan FkMbH noun, apring umaalar
Freaerence given to AYA students or axlanatva
travel e«pooenoe tjaa1372-8063 for ailervtow
Wantaa Subtoeser
8prmg01 Haven Houee$ 163 month
Contact Taraca 363-M24

Round top anna Hckal to anywhara In conUnamal US good any day now thru March 17,
lBill Bsalorrer 352 8420
Bound trip artna ticket from Cleveland 10 Fort
Mayan lor Jan 7 - 13 Baal offer Cal
3828460
SKIS FOR SALE
Ftochar SL Supar 200 em Never mountod
S180 CalKethy372 1617

1 * 2 bedroom apta
Immadlala Occupancy

352-7454 or 823-7685
04 12 month toaaaa/aamaalar leases

Cal

2 BR Cottage $375/mo pkie ua Pets elowed
cal 354-8800 altar 1pm

352-9302

2-paraon apt lor rani Utss paid, tumethed.
vary cloae lo campua
$340 mo
Cal
352 4405

1 bdrm apt doaa to campua S300 mo . utav
neencl Available Sp '91 Cal 352-5475

1 or 2 non smoking females lo ahara apt 2
houaaa from campua Rant indudea uMOea.
laundry * cabla TV 353-5074 Tim
1 or 2 people needed lo sublease lurmthad 1
bdrm apt lor apring $320 mckxang utOttaa
226 S Coiege Cal Eugene 353-9358
1 or 2 people neadad to sublaaaa lum, 1 bdrm
apt Great location • 1 block from downtown. 5
mm waft lo campua No utattoa A.auaclr. «nmedettely Cal coeact 513-485-5547 Aak lor
Aim

FOR RENT

FOR SALE
1962 Cuaaaa Clara
Eiicalinl Condition
2 do» naw KM low meeeoa Maka oflar Cal
3&3 61A0 Aaktoruaa

R E MANAGEMENT
11 3 RAILROAD STREET
INari to KJnko •)

Caueh tor eale. Parted tor oouch potatoee ■'a la anal shape Can 172-2411 and ask
torAJ.
nilmii mnaportation Ona ownar 81 AMC
Concord Sound angina and body, no ruet.Exc
area Oood rarjo. tapa. haalar. upnolaiary
Mekeorlor 352 8744

1 bdrm eftc apt $250 mo ptue uW
354-8800 attar 1 pm

1 and 2 Bdrm Aprs Avertable lor
Immadlala Occupancy

1984 Honda CMc 3 dr
Needs some won. Sunrool$1500
CalQrag 353 4184

Cont. from Pg 7

1 or 2 roommates naadad tor Spring Samaalar
Large Apartmant. vary cloaa to campua
$150/month. negotiable
aak lor Ed
1354-9729)

3 bdrm unfum apt lor rant Vary mce Completely remodeled throughout Abo haa large
2 car garage Aakng $476 mo a uM Cal
354-5858 or 352-0503 attar 5 30 pm

For Rani
Sunny 1 bdr. spacious apt avertable attar Dae
20 $300/mn « utnaa Cal 352-7958

House lor rant, avaaable immadMlary 3 bed
rooms. 609 Kenwood. GVad students and faculty preferred Unfurnished laundry (scary
available $450/month 287-3896

Apartment lor Rani
Cal 473-2099. pleaee leave message

Houses a Apartments ' Cloaa to Campua
For summer 1991 a 1991-92 school year

Apt for rant Ona badroom.
Vary large, ona or two people
Quiet neighbor hood Move in alter
Da 21. $285 a month Price negohabie

Houses and Apartments lor Rant Fal 91 u 92, also subleasing second samaalar 91
Carly Apartments 352-7365

1-2673341

Cal 354-5985
Houaaa lor rent 1991 -1992 school year
Cat 354-2854 or 352-2330 after 6

Downtown Apt . Furnished. $275 par month
Cal 352-3713
Female needed lo aubleaae In Columbia Court
150 mo a uM Own room Aval Dec 23rd
Cal 353-3825

Fatman

by Jonn Boissy
IKf

FIRST MONTH FREE
Roommate naadad lor Spring Samaalar at
Campos* HI Three badroom apt Fufy lurm
shed tree cable Cal 354-5882

Howdy, a roommate neeoed to share large
apartment Spring. Furnished 2 Baths Lots ol
space Rant negotiable beyond beset! An out
standing opportunity Cal 354-8550

Aest Xi m*.t aVeelBWr

Loft, sofa a refrigerator rentals
Cal now 352-5475

Loft, sofa a refrigerator rentals
Cal now 352-5475
Loft, sofa a refrigerator rentals
Cal now 362-5475
Ona bedrm. apt. aval Spring Semester
$325/mo Very dose to campus - comer of
Ridge and Thurstm AC. Cal Cindy 352-5906
or Valeria 354-8292
Own Room. $150. mo . very close lo campus
930 E Wooalar Cal Kevin 354-4798 for Sp
91

MERRY CHRISTMAS • HERR.

*

CHRISTMAS • MERRY CHRISTMAS •

MERRY CHRISTMAS

•

Roomate naadad for spring semester Apartmant doaa to campus, tufty furnished Cal
364-8778
Roommate(s) needed spring 91 to share a 2
badroom furnished apt close to campus $197
a month plus alec 354-6489

SORRY, WE ARE FULL
for second semester.
However, we have many fine houaaa
and apta. tor next year.
Stop by for our free brochure.
NEWLOVE RENTALS,
328 S. Main, 60

MERRY CHRISTMAS

NEED EXTRA MONEY
FOR CHRISTMAS?

STAYCLOSEi
NOW RENTING FOR 1991 -92
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS
STARTING AT $458'MONTH
FREE HEAT a AC
CALL TODAY 352-9302
Help We re Graduating!!"
Sublease our 2 Br Apt - $350 00 mlh Can
Today' 364-4499

HOLIDAY PERSONALS

Loft, sofa a refrigerator rentals
Cal now 362-5475

lg>

Cal 352-9378
or stop In our office located et
835 High Street

352 5620.
Houaaa. efficiency. 2 badroom a 3 badroom
apta available lor '91 and '92 school year
Stave Smith 352-891 7

Large Efficiency avertable for spring and summer Rent Is negotiable Col Bryan at
363-2795

]*X. -tajwUlava... n^

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
1991 Spring Haass now avaaable
Efficiency. 1 bedroom or 2 badroom

afcj

'

• • • HOLIDAY PERSONALS • ■ *
Tie the season to bong special toy to that one
particular gal or boy Show them that you care
and take time to share that special holiday wish
In...
THE BG NEWS
Monday. December 17 IssueFinals Week Extra"
A special column in the classifieds
For one day only'
DEADLINE Thurs. Dec 13,4 pm
75 per line. 3 line minimun charge
We can bill your SS»
Come to 214 West Hal
Orders must be placed in person.

Give
another chance.
Give blood.

+

^ " We are Now Buying Books Back " ^

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE
Bee Gee Bookstore
1424 E. Wooiter
across from Harshman
9-5:30 M-F
9-5 Sat.

• We Pay Top Prices for Used Texts

Are they
Half Empty or
Half Full?

• Top Wholesale Prices Paid

Either way you
look at it

• We also buy current editions
that have been discontinued

Columbia Court
Apartments

• See Us for Your
Christmas Shopping Needs!

are going
FAST.
Hurry Down to

GREENBRIAR
INC.

r

For more lease
information for

r-

<r.

FaD 1991
M-F
Sat.

la]
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MERHY
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MERRY

CHRISTMAS

•

MERRY

CHRISTMAS

•

MERRY

CHRISTMAS

S

Hours:
9am - 5pm
9am - 1 pm

352-071

